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Antiproton-Nucleon Cross Sections from 0.5 to 1.0 Bev
!-eLbls *

Tommy Eliof!, Louis Agnew, Owen Ch.a.rnberlain, Herbert M. Steiner
Clyde Wiegand. and Tom YpsUanti.

Lawrence Radia.tion Laboratory
University of California

Berkeley. California

Decer.nber 12, 1961

ABSTRACT

Antiproton-production and nucleoQ.-interaction cro•• sections were in-

veatigated for antiprotons in the energy range 0.5 to 1.0 IJev. The antiprotons

were distinguished from other particles produced. at th.e Bevatron by a sy.tem

of 8cintillation- and velocity- selecting Cerenkoy counters. The excitation

function and momentum distribution were recorded for antiproton production in

carbon and compared with statistical model expectations.

The antiprotons were directed. by a system of bending and locustnl

magnets to a liquid hydrogen target. .An array of plastic scintillation counters,

which almost completely surrounded the hydrogen target, was used to determine

the p-p total. elastic. inelastic, and charge-exchange cro•• sections. Near

500 Mev the total p-p cross section is about 120 rob, and it slowly deereaee.

to 100 mb near 1 Bev. The inelastic crose section, which is principally due to

the &n.nihilation proccss, represents nearly 2/3 01 the total cro.s section. The

elastic scattering distribution is highly peaked in the forward direction and can be

fitted by an optical model.

The tota.l and partial ero•• section. were abo determined for the coW.ion.

of antiprotons with deuterons. The 'P-d total and inelastic cros. sections were

found to be approximately 1.8 times the p-p cross sections. Corrections were
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made for the ehielclina of nucleons within the deuteron in order to ascertain the

p-n interaction. The results indicate that the p-p and p-n crOIUJ cectiona are

very nearly equal in this energy region, and that they satisfy the inequalities

required by charge independence.
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Antiproton-Nucleon Cross Sections from 0.5 to 1.0 Bev.
Le-UJlc

Tommy ElioH, boW:s Agnew, Owen Chamberlain, Herbert M. Steiner
Clyde Wiegand. and Tom YpsUantie

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Universit}' of California

Berkeley, California

December lZ. 1961

I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents our final re.ults in the investigation of antiproton

nucleon cro.e sections in the energy range 534 throush 1068 Mev. By eros.

eections. we mean the total «(7 t)' elasUc (ae)' inelastic (0' i)' and charge-exchange

(a ) crolls sections. Inelastic cro•• section here 18 synonymou8 with annihilationc

cross section for antiproton kinetic energies below the threshold (laS Mev) for

pion production. Above Z8S Mev, the inelastic ero•• section includes both

annihilation and pion production (without annihilation). A preliminary report

- 1of the p-p re.ults haa been given. A portion of our reeutt•• tOlether with a

survey of other recent antinucleon experinlents, is contained in reports by

2 3
O. Chanberlain and W. A. Wenzel.

The particular energy range for antiproton. here was .elected to extend.

-4 5 I;, 7
the lower energy measurements of others • • • a8 well as to explain an apparent

contradiction in previous re8ulu near 500 Mev. From the results of ea.rlier
8 9 ' ,

experiments. ' one would conclude that there was little diffraction scattering,

wherea. the inela.stic cro.s section was very nearly the total crose section. In

sharp contrast, the subsequently determined low-energy results (0 to ZOO Mev)

diaplayed a forward diffraction peak. and one found (J e l:l:il (J i. The low-energy

results were in good a.greement with calculation. '" Ball and Chew based on
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10conventional Yukawa pion-exchange mecbanbm. While theee calculations

are not applicable above "SO Mev, a plausible model of the p-p interaction advanced

by Koba and Takeda 11 indicated a similar behavior at the energies under !nveeti-

gation here.

In addition to the basic cross-section measurements we have determined

the angular dilltribution of p-p elastic scattering at forward &nales. The••

relulU are compared with an optical model. For the p-p inela.tic process

the amount of pion production included with the annihilation in the total inela.tic

eros. section has been estimated.

A further purpose of this experiment was to measure p-d (antiproton

deuteron) eros. aection. and thus obtain tbe 'P-n cross ••etion. by a subtraction

procedure between p-d and p-p data. Comparison of the p-p and p-n results

reveals the amount of interaction: in ,the two pOllible isotopic spin states of

the nucleon-antinucleon sy.tem. The•• relulte are given in Sec. VI.

While it bad been hoped that some information on antiproton production

cro.s sections in hydrogen could be obtained, it was not pos.ible to a.lure that

the eli" taraet and the carbon target u8ed within the Bevatron were irradiated

identically by the Bevatron beam. Some comrr..cnts are included in Sec. IV on

the attempt to mea8ure production in hydrogen. Resulu for production in carbon,

such ae the excitation function and momentum distribution of antiprotons, are

presented.
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ll. APPARATUS

A. Antiproton Beam.

UCRL-9Z88 Rev.

The antiproton component of the beam was electronically selected from a

momentum-analyzed beam of ne,atlvely charaed particles-predominantly pion•.

The magnetic channel that formed the momentum-analyzed beam wa••imilar to

lZ 13
those of previous experiments. • Our system diU. red in that it was physically

lODger. and the momentum spread of particles traveraing the channel waf slightly

larger. Specifically. the five enerpe. utilized were 53•• 700. 816. 948,. and

1068 Mev.

A schematic diagram of the experimental area ie shown in Fta. 1. and

its principal components are identified in Table I. The Bevatron internal proton

beam strikes either a carbon or polyethylene target T. The beam duration i8

approximately 100 maec. To obtain p beams of the five desired energies through

our fixed system of magnets. we utilized several target podtions (T) in the

Bevatron magnetic field region. This allowed observation of antiprotons at emall

laboratory angles, which was desirable for obtaining maximum intensity. Three

positions were found (at each position a carbon and a polyethylene target were used

alternately) for which the magnetic channel would transmit antiprotons in the

desired momentwn range with labor1i!l.tory angles of emb.ion between 0 and 4 deg.

We will not elaborate on the magnetic channel, as detail. of our particular

system here have been presented in reports by Chamberlain14 and Ticho. 15 The

general characteristics of the beam produced by this system may be described

5by momentum spread Apip of :t: 3%. ltor this interval, approximately 10

pions and 5 antiprotons were transmitted through the channel for each Bevatron

10pulse, during which nominally 7XIO protons were incident on the Bevatron

target T. More precise production rates are given in Sec. IV.
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In order to ~~cw the beam aize and position initially, and thereafter to

be certain that all magnet currents were correctly 8et when alternating between

various l3evatron targets and different antiproton momenta, we used a device

called the aeam Profile IneUcator to obeerve the beam-inten8ity d1etributlon

viluaUy at any point in the magnetic channel. Basically. the Indicator is a row

l
of 21 plastic scintillator elements. Each llcintillator has a I-em area per-

pendicular to the beam direction and is viewed by an RCA IPZl photomultiplier

tube. When particles travers. the scintillators. the proportionate accum.ulated

charge trom each photomultiplier current is sequentially displayed on an

oscilloscope where the beam intensity pattern appear. as a histogram (this device

16
is deacl'ibed in detail ellewhere ). A typicfll beam pattern is shown in Fig. Z.

The device could be inserted at desired positions along; the beam and could aleo

be rotated about the beam direction to obtain the profile in any plane through the

beam direction.
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B. Beam Counter.

The counter system used to select antiprotons from the momentum-

analyzed beam. of negatively charged particles consisted of three scintillation

counters, SI' SZ' 53 and two Cerenkov counters. VSC-l1 and "'C. The position. of

these counters along the beam are shown in Fig. 1. and their dimensions are given

in Table I. The three scintillator. were viewed by RCA 7264 photomultipUer

tubes. Time-oi-fligh.t m.eaaurement between these counters rejected 990/0 of the

pions. Effective discrimination against the remaining piona was obtained with the

Cerenkov counters shown schematically in Fig. 3.

VSC-1I was a narrow-band velocity selector tuned to antiproton velocity.

and similar to the velocity-selecting Cerenkov counter de8cribed by Wiegand and

Chamberlain. 17 The function of l; wae to detect particle. having velocities greater

than that of the antiproton (i. e., electrons, pions. muons). Thus -e was used

in anticoincidence. As described. in the following paragraphe. it was po.alble

to uae the Bame Cerenkov radiator for both VSC-ll and 'to

When a charged pa.rticle of velocity {3 traverse. the radiator, which baa

an index of refraction n, Cerenkov light 18 emitted at an angle (} with respect to

the pa.rticle direction, where e 18 given by the expre.sion

1co. 8 :lI' Jijf" . (1)

Aa seen in Fia. 3. the refracted liaht then leaVils the radiator at angle e'. and

i8 then guided by the cylindrical mirror and the three plane mirrors (arranged in a

triangle) to the photomultiplier tubes. The plane mirrors merely serve to remove

the tube. from the beam. Light emitted by a particle of given f3 reaches the

photomultiplier. only when the radiator. cylindrical mirror. and photomultipliers
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have the proper separation governed by the angle 8'. These components sUde

on rail. &0 tha.t the counter can be easily a.djusted for different velocit!e8. The

entire instrument is contained in a light-tight box. The light from particles dower

or faster than the deliired velocity mh.es the cylindrical mirror and is absorbed

by the bafne or the outer bla.ck box. Accidental counts are minimized by the re

quirement that all three photomultipliers give an output in coincidence.

Figure" shows the efficiency for two particular velocity settings (indicated

by arrows) of V5C-ll. corresponding to antiproton8 having momenta of 1200 Mev/c

and 1640 Mev/c. The curves were obtained by sending protons of different velocities

down the magnetic channel. The efficiency is defined ..s the ratio of the fourfold

coincidence 5 15 25 3 VSC-Il to the threefold coincidence 51 SZS3.

The :VSC-II radia.tor material wa. cyclohexene, contained in a thin-walled

lucite cylinder 1.25 in. diam by 4.7 in. long. Cyc10hexene (CH:CH(CHZ)3CHZ)

was chosen because of its low density (0.81 glee). its inability to scintillate, and

chiefly because its refractive index was suitable for the combination of vsc-n

and C. The optical index of cyclohexene is 1.46 at wavelength 4Z50 R. This is

the average useful wavelength estimated from the response of the :RCA 7046

photomultiplier to the portion of the Cerenkov radiation spectrum transmitted

through the lucite container of the radiator and the lucite light pipe on the photo

multiplier tube.

Although VSC-1I and C are independent counters, they utilize the same

Cerenkov radiator. This is possible Cor a radia.tor with index of tefraction (n) >;-t:.

For this case. total internal renection occurs for the Cerenkov light from pa.rticles

faster than a certain velocity 13'. Specifically {or n:: 1.46, one finda tJ· ~ 0.95.

The a.ntiprotone detected by VSC-II were in the velocity range 0.7...$13 ~ 0.9, while

pione of the same momenta. have f> ~_ 0.99. Thus total internal reflection occurs
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for the Cerenkov radiation emitted by the pions. and this light is trapped within

the radiator. In order to vent this pion llaht and at the eame time accept negUgible

light from the antiprotons. a lucite light pipe was optically connected to the front

end of the radiator and coupled to another photomultiplier tube. The setup is

displayed in Fig. 3. Most of the light from the pions. perha.ps after leveral

retlections around the radiator. eventually reaches the 6810A photomultiplier

tube. This is the C counter which. when used in anticoincidence with 51' SZ'

and 53 (delayed for pions). rejected all but 0.0150/<; of the piona.

C. Antiproton Intera~ionDetection Sretem

Figure 5 shows a portion of the target assembly in relation to the counter

.y.tem. The counter system consisted of 27 scintillation counters which almost

completely surrounded the target flask. Thh flask could be filled with liquid

hydrogen or deuterium.

'The geometry of the counter eystem (Figs. 5 and 6) was designed to

diitinguish the various antiproton interaction processes. The basic id~a is that

the surrounding scintillators detect all out-going charged particles resulting from

antiproton interactions within the target (similar to the method used by Coombes

"et ala ). Sigteen counters. designated 5-1, s-z ... 5-16, encircled the target

like the staves of a barrel• .while counters 0..13. y. o. A. B. C, and D formed

concentric ring. in the forward direction when viewed from. the target. 54 and.

5S were good-geometry counters ul.d for the total-erose-section measurements.

These were con8tructed of O.375-in. -thick pla.tic scintillator. (97% poly.tyrene.

3% terphenyl. and 0.030/0 tetraphenyl butadiene), viewed by .RCA 6810A photo-

multipliers.
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Ftnally. the system was designed so that a layer of lead. approximately

0.375 in. thick (1.86 radiation lengthe) in any radial direction from the target.

could be inserted between the target and the scintillation counters in order to

convert y ray. from the neutral pions resulting from antiproton annihilations.

A simplified block diagram of the bailie electronics 18 .hown in Fig. 7.

The electronic identification of antiprotons was accomplished first by a fait

coincidence ot the scintillation counters SI' 5Z' and 53 in anticoincidence with the

meson counter C:. Another coincidence circuit received the signals from the

three VSC-1I photomultiplier. to produce the final VSC-II signal. Finally a

third coincidence circuit plac:ed VSC-II in coincidence with 51 SZS3~' and

thus 5ignaled the transmission of an antiproton through the m~gnetic channel

and iu incidence on the hydrogen target. The pion-rejection rate. L e. , thE'

ratio of pions counted accidentally to the total number of pions that pass through

-8 . 4
the system, was 3XIO • Since the ratio of pion9 to antiprotons was -5XlO •

there was only one accidental pion in every 10
3

electronically identified antiprotons.

However, even further dillcrimination was obtained by the photographic method

describ~d below.

.As schematized in Fig. 7, the signal from an identified antiproton, i. e. ,

-8the output of the 2XIO coincidence. was put in coincidence with each of the

counters surrounding the hydrogen target by means of the 27 two-channel co-

incidence circuit.. Each of the 27 possible outputs was delayed sequentially with

alternate polarities lor oacilloscope presentation, and each output was gated to

eliminate mutual1nter!erence. The identified p signal was alBo used to trigger

iii. four-beam oscilloscope. which dieplayed the 27 two-channel coincidence outputs

along with the beam counters used to produce the trigger. The drawing in Fig. 8(a)
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show. the positions of all pos.ible pul.... Trace. 1 and 2, display the beam.

counter. with the exception of VSC-ll. Here the final discrimination alainst

the remaininl pion contamination was made by rejection olany event that had a

C pube, approximately one event in a thousand. Since Sz and -e had the .ame

polarity, they were electronically lated 80 that an accidental Sz. pube could not

simulate -e, and vice ver.a. In addition, the time-of-lUlht criterion was made

more strln••nt by the measurement of the relative positiona of 51' SZ' and 53

to within Z nsec. The pulae. labeled M in .Fig. 8(a) are timing marker. used

to identify the positions of the other pulae.; T 1T2,' and T3 are beam-spill-time'

indicators used to identify the Bevatron enerlY at which the antiproton was formed.

The olciUo.cope traces were photographed on 35-mm film. All many a8

six evenU could be record.d during a Bevatron pube without interference be

tween the various trace.. Fiaure 9(b) ie an actual photograph of the film in which

five eventa are seen. The top trace of each of the four grouping. 18 the firat event.
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W:hen liqUidhydrogen.. wa:is used as the target. material, .it was stlrroundedby the

lead converter (lee Fig. 5) approximately half the time. The lead was important

to insure accuracy in the inela.ltic crOll1 section. as well &s to indicate what

fraction of the inelalUc cro•• section was due to annihilation. In either case,

i. 0., with or without lead. run8 were made in sequence for the five eWected

antiproton momenta and, for each momehtum, run. were made with the hydro,en

target alternately full and empty. This same procedure was repeated with

deuterium ae the target material.

To obtain the desired statistical accuracy, it waf necee.ary to have

- lO.OOO antiprotons incident on the target for each cross-section measurement.

Information on p production. and on the p-p (or p-d) total cro.s section•• wal

electronically monitored during the experiment. In order to obtain the p

partial-interaction cro•• sections, the oscilloscope film had to be analyzed.

Analyli& of the film data was auided by the fact that antiprotons entering

the hydrogen t&rlet can interact in three ways; by elastic 8catterina, annihilation

" !S 6or inelastic ecattedna, and charge-exchange. From low-eneray data • • we

know that elastic scattering is peaked in the forward direction and that, upon

annihilation, ".8 '" mesone (about Z/3 of them charged) are produced on the average.

Therefore, half the interaction detection counters (Figs. Sand 6) surrounded

the taraet in order to detect the major fraction of the annihilation plona. The

romaininl counters in the forward clirection detected elastically scattered anti

protons as well aa 80me of the annihilation pione. The central diec counters

54 and 55 monitored the noninteracting antiproton.. Information photographed

on the oeciUo.cope (b....ig. 8) was therefore c1a.sfted aa follow.:
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(a) Palls ..throu.hs. If the lood-geometry counters. 8. and/or 8 5 were

the only counters that signaled, the antiproton passed through the hydrogen without

inte r8ctiOl1.

(b) Elastic scatteriftg. U a emgle counter of the small-angle rings

counted, it was consielered an ela8tic 8catter1nl event, 8ince the recoil proton

did DOt have _ulficient energy to leave the tarlet. However, in the larger ring- it

was possible to have an additional counter .ipal due to the recoil proton. Tb18

event was accepted aa an elastic scattering only it the event waa coplanar within

the re solution 01 the system.

(c) Inelastic 8catte:rinl 01' annihilation. This da.sified eve.nU in which

any three or more counter. sipaled. It also includ.ed thoae two-counter events

whoae geometry was blcon.letent with elastic scattering.

(el) Chars_ exchange. Tht. final cla.sification wa.s lor the eventa in which

none of the surrounding counters gave a sipal. and therefore an event of the type

p + P - ii + n was assumed to have taken place.

A test was made to prove our system indeed capable of distinguishing be

tween the classifications listed above. This teat consisted of me.aurinl known

proton-proton cross sections. Positive proton beams were formed by 8catterina

a l.Z-Bev internal Bevatron beam from an additional target located in the region T

+
(8ee Fig. 1). With all magnet currents reversed. the p traversed the magnetic

channel and entered the hydrogen target in precisely the same manner as the p.

U the system could separate p-p elastic scattering from p-p inelastic events

normally producing only one pion at these enerpes, it should easily distingui.h

p-p elastic s.cattering fromp-p inelaEtic events in which up to 8 piona can be

produced upon annihilation. The poop total, elastic, and inelastic cross sections

were measured at 528 and 940 Mev. The results, which have been presented in

Table m of reference 1, were found to be in excellent agreement with previously

measured poop cros 8 sections.
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IV. ANTIPROTON PRODUCTION

A. Production in Hrirojen

It seemed possible that the eros••eetion for antiproton production in p-p

collision. might be measured (by a CHZ-C 8ubtraction) at the .ame time the

p -interaction cro•• section. were being mea.ured. The relatively high production

12rate in hydrolen indicated by a previoul experiment .erved a. incentive to explore

the production phenomenon more accurately here. Becau•• an .xternal proton

beam at the Bevatron does not exi.t, we approached thi. pha.e of the experiment

by utilillin, tbe Bevatron internal beam. It W&8 therefore nec••eary to us. target

materials .uch a. C and CHZ and resort to a subtraction process a8 before.

To en'ure greater rellabUlty in the lubtraction process, tarset flipping

mechanisme were developed to flip either the C or the CHZ targets to identical

po.ition. within the Bevatron. The C and CHl. targeta themeelvee were de8iped

to po••e•• the same number of carbon atoma and at the .ame time have identical

external phy.ic&1 dimensioDs. Thi. waf accomplilhed by cuttin. holes in the

carbon target. A primary lip18 was in8talled ahead of the desired target at &

distance eorre.pondin, to the half-wave length of Bevatron radial o8cillations.

Heavy clipping devices were aleo stationed around the Bevatron tank to en8ure

negligible pl'obability that the internal beam protons would hit the target holclel",

and that they would be stopped after one traversal of the target. 1"0 minimize

u.n.known systematic eftecte of the Bevatron beam, the C and CHZ were u.ed

alternately on each Bevatron pulse.

To determine the Bevatron radial position of the primary lip. observed

production in the tar,lIt was calculated approximately as a function of the lip

radiu.. It had been expected that the characte daltie s~pe of tM. curve would
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indicate a Up position at which the protons would De focused onto the target T

(Fig. 1). Unfortunately. there wa.s no agreement between the calculated curve

and the observed effect, so it was not possible to guarantee that both CIiz. and C .

targets were equally irradiated. 1£ the target. themselves were acting to any

appreciable extent as their own lips, then the effectivene.s of the proton beam

in penetratinl the target. would have been subject to variations due to minute

milaUgnments.

Our results sho_a that the CHZ ta.rget was only 95"'0 &8 effective aa the

ca.rbon target (with the same number of carbon atome) lor producing 16.4 Mav/c

antiprotons at 0 deg. Owing to possible errors in this phase of the experiment,

it 11 difficult to make a quantitative estimate of production in hydrogen. Even

with a correction for absorption in targets, our resultfS are consistent with

no production of antiprotons from hydrogen. Thus, seriou. doubt is cast on

the earlier results for 1190 Mev/c antiprotone, where production in hydro,en

was found to be large with respect to production in carbon. 12 Howevel", the

present results are still indecisive due to uncertainties in Bevatron beam dynamica,

and more accurate measurements must await external proton beams.

Apart from experimental difficulties. the above resu1tl might be explained by

the particular p xnomenturn chosen. Laboratory momentum 1684 Mev/c was used

because antiprotons of this momentum have a velocity equal to the c. m. velocity

resulting trom 6-Bev nucleon-nucleon collisions. From. a statistical calcula.tion

of the antiproton c. m. momentwn distribution, similar to the method used by

.A.m.aldi .t &1. , 19 one would expect the laboratory p momentum distribution to

peak at - 1684 Mev/c. Hagedorn has similarly calculated the antiproton c. m.

luomentum distributioni ZO however. he included the effect of final-state interactiona
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in which the p can annihilate with one of thea three final-.tate nucleons. In the

c. m. system, antiprotons having small relative momentum with one of the nucleon.

would be expected to be m.ost susceptible to annihilation. Thill reduces the observed

number of low-energy antiproton. in the c. m. system, and hence those in the

laboratory .yetem. at - 1684 Mev/c. Unfortunately, exploration of the CHZ - C

d.1fferenc'! was not undertaken at mornenta other than 1684 Mev/c.

:e. Production in Ca.rbon

The only previous information on the production of antiprotona as a

functiGn of Bevatron energy conslsted of three experimental pointe for llOO-Mev/e

antiproton. produced in a copper target. 21 Thia information was not sufficient to

determine the ahape of the excitation function. In Fig. 9 we present the re.ulte

of thi. experiment lor the production of 16S4-Mev/c antiprotons. The experimental

pointe were determined by countina the antiprotons traversing our magnetic channel

and monitorinl the Bevatron internal beaxn incident on our carbon target by means

of the Bevatron induction electrodes. Corrections were made for detection

efficiency, transmia.ion through the magnet system, and absorption by material

in the beam; therefore, the experimental pointe actually reler to produ.ction at the

Bevatron target. These correction. introduce lSome uncertainty in the absolute

cro.s section. Only the relative statistical errors are shown in Fig. 9.

Our data can be compared with the statistical calculations of Amaldi ot al. ,19

who aa.umed that in a nucleus such as carbon, the principle antiproton production

proceases are:

and

p + n .... p + p + p + n;

p+p-p+p+ptpo

(2)

(3)
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For the.e reactions, the cross section was considered to be proportional only

to the velume of phase .pace available. The kinetic energy available in the center-

of-mas••y.tem is distributed among the four final-state particles according to

etatilltical factors. The nucleons in the nucleu8 were considered to be a completely

degenerate Fermi gas with maximum energy of l5 Mev. The following formula

resulted !or the laboratory dhtribution of antiproton. as a function of their

momentum and angle, and also of incident p1'Oton energy:

S (p, Jl)dp d .... :&% 105
n 1b

2
P dp dji

(4)

where

Wo =: the total energy in the c. m.

(W0 -4)~ :: phase-space volume, where

•p' :; antiproton c. m. momentum,

• y.tem (in pJ'oton mae 8 unite m ) ,
P

/lJi.- 4.lfl-~ Mb-L-&-'-'>

n c 7/2. for JI-«" (2.), and 9/2 for M. (3),

p .. antiproton laboratory- system momentum,

lJ· := cos 6, where 8 is the laboratory angle of emission of the p with respect

to the forward direction,

P( WOldW0" the probability that W0 (in the c. m. system) of the incident nucleon.,

and one nucleon in carbon. lies between W0 and W0 + d WO.
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We have evaluated S (p =1684 Mev/c. f.L I: 1) a.. a. function ot incident protonn

energy for the two ca.e" n:: 5/l, 7/2. The reeults are plotted in h'ig. 9 .dODI

with the experimental data. A rather arbitrary normalization of the calcula.ted

results has been made with the experimental point at 5.1 Bev.

It is _een that the experimental values do not increase as rapidly as ex

pected with increasing energy. aince a va.lue of n between 7/Z and 9/2 is predicted

for Eqs. (2) and (3) in a purely statistical model. Thu8 the assumption of the

statistical model may not be completely valid. Other types of nuclear modell

might be more a.ppropriate for computing the fWlction peW0). It is also true that

if other procesBe8 are important, aside from .Eqe. (2) and (3) - such as the formation

of a deuteron or helium nucleus in the final state - a smaller value for n in

accordance with the experimental data would be predicted. fieport& from ':;ERN

3
!thow that an appreciable number of deuterons. as well a.s some He • are produced

• _ ZZ 23
in 24- i3ev proton collil!!lione. •

In Fig. 9 one sees that the threshold for'.antiproton production in carbon

is about 4.3 Bev. This would be expected from processes (Z) and (3) when the

target nucleone have a ma.ximum ~~erml energy of 25 !v1ev, the value assumed

in the statistical calculations. This feature lends support to the initial assumption

that proton-nucleon collisions are primarily responsible here. as much lower

thresholds would be noticed f01" reactions such as (5) and (6):

1T +p""p+p+n;

+
'IT + n ... p "I- P + P •

(5)

(6)

Such process•• can occur through a two-step process within the ca.rbon target

if a. high-energy pion is first made by a proton-nucleon collision. This pion then

proceeds to initiate rea.ctions (5) .nd (6). The threshold at the .Eevatron to produce

a pion of suificient energy in carbon (again assuming l5 Mev for the maximum Fermi
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energy) is about 3.Z Bev. As no antiprotons were detected at our lowest energy of

4.25 Bev, our results iihowno evidence for reaction. (5) and. (6).

Data on the production of antiprotons alit a function of their momenta are

pven in Table II, where intormation from other experiments 11 also presented

9 4 Z4
£01' comparison. " Table 11 (filth col. ) gives the ratio of pions transmitted

through the magnetic channel to incident protons on the tarlet. This ratio is

presented to show that the number of transmitted pions vs momentum is relatively

constant in any given experimental arrangement, and that ODe is therefore able

to U8 e the pions to mOldtor the relative p I'ates. For col. 7 of Table 11 we have

calculated the more desll'able ratio of antiprotons to incident proton.. These

numbers have been corrected for counting efficiency and losses along the magnetic

channel, 80 that they actually refer to antiprotons produced at the carbon taraet.

Althoulh, the relative values of pip+ are probably accurate, there is about a ZO'o

+uncertainty in the absolute: p tnonite> x . Becaus. of this factor, and dilference. in

the targeta as well as in the solid angles of acceptance and transmissions of the

various spectrographs, thi, ratio is not tabulated for the other experiments li.ted

in the table.

In fll. 10. experimental data are again compared with .tatiltical results. 19

The curve shown 18 obtained from Eq. (4) for n :; 71z, T + == 6.1 Bev, and e. 0 deg,
p

and it is normalized to the experimental point at 1684 Mev/c. It is seen that the

calculations have indicated the shape of the momentum distribution reasonably.

No precise quantitative results were obtained for the angular distribution

of antiprotons produced at a liven momentum. Qualitatively. we found in our

momentum rani. that the production eros. section at - 10 deg in the laboratory

system was about 1Z'o .maller than the eros. section at 0 deg.
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Y. ANTIPFOTON.PROTON CROSS SECTIONS

A. Calculation. and Reeu1ta

The antiproton-proton interaction evente. identified by the methode

deecribed ea.rlier and classified a.ccording to the lour categories enumerated in

Sec. m. were u.ed to calculate the fundamental p-p cro••••cUone by mean. of

the following formulae:

(7)

" I I • - 1. I
1 {& 0 1

°i
II: N'.tn , •

10
I I. O· i /

1 " I + I 11 \
tr ln e

X!'+I
.,

CJ e = I I . ,,
e !

>

(8)

(9)

where

IS I:
C

1 t I ·t I I' + I I
e c e

I + I Xc Ii + I I
e e

(10)

10 :1 the number of incident antiprotons,

1 ~ the number of pass-throughs.

Ii a the numbe r of inelastic event••

I II: the number of elastic scatters,e

I III the number of charge exchange••
c

N II: the number of protons/eml in the target.

The unprimed quantities in the foregoing equations refer to measurements made with

the hydrogen target full; the primed quantities refer to background meaaurements

obtained with the target container empty.
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The analysi8 of all the p-p interaction evente haa yielded the reeulu given

in Table III for the five Ii' energies inveetigated here. The results are practically

the same as given in an earlier report in which - 60'0 of the data were analyzed. 1

Slight changes on the order oi 1 to 2.% seen in the table result {rom the inclu8ion

of all the data; consequently. smaller errors are reported bere.

The angular distribution of p-p elastic scattering 11 shown in Figs. 11. 12,

and 13. Moat of the ela.tic scatters are contained within a cone of half-angle 40 deg

(center-of-ma.se). Although our system could also detect the ela.tic .catt.ring

{rom 40 to 135 deg (center-of-maee), the angle 6 could not be resolved in this case.

The experimental points at 0 deg are lower limits determined by meane of the optical

theorem from the total-clrosa-section measurement.. In Fig. 13 we have plotted

the data of ArmenteroB et al. for compa.rison. who performed their experiment

24
with techniques similar to this experilnent, but had better angular re80lution,

especially at large angles. The two lets of data are in very good agreement.

The curves shown in Figs. 11, 12. and 13 were calculated by means of the

optical model of Fernbach, Serber, and Taylor, 25 in which the scattering amplitude.

diffraction cross section. and absorption cross .ection are given respectively by

£(9):< {-

eo

F
i O-a) J (¥
I 0

"'0

sin t)
I

pdp, (11)

Z
(l-a)pdp.

and

C1 =211'e

eo
I-

f
'0

!P
i
I

Jo

2-
I-a I pdp, (12)

(13)
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For an incident wave of unit ampUtude and zero pha... a 18 the amplitude and

phase of the transmitted wave; pis of course the distance from the scattering

center, meallured in a plane orthogonal to the incident-wave direction. The

particular p dependence of a used by Armenteros et a.l. 24 was

a.cO. for 0 < P " 1'0 ;

a :; 1 - exp

(14)

Thie corresponds to a black region of total absorption having radius R0 surrounded

by a region where the absorption decreases exponentially from ItO with increasins p,

The values of the parameters F O and PO' determined trom the experimental eros •

• eedona, appear in Table IV. The values from reference 24 are aleo shown. To

obtain these parameters, our cro•• sections at 700 and 816 Mev were averaged. for

the calculation at 758 Mev. and those at 948 and 1068 Mev were combined to

calculate the angular distribution at 1000 Mev. Thi8 was done because the angular

distributions at these energies were nearly identical.

Owing to our lack 01. information at large angles. a comparison between

various density distributions other than thoe. in Eq. (14) is not feasible. It was

shown. however,inreErence 24, that the conditions of Eq. (14) give a better fit

to the data. at 980 Mev than a model of a completely grey region does.

It is of interest to consider the behavior of the inelastic crol. section

above the threshold for melllon production. The inelastic crOS8 section as defined

earlier is due to the annihilation process below 288 Mev, while above this energy

the following reactions may be included:



- - 0P+P-P+P+'II'

i
p+p-n+p+1f ,

- -p+p-n'~p+1f ,

- - 0p+p-n+n+ 1T •
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(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(Double-pion production is negligible below 1 Bev, a. is the caee in the p-p

Z6
and n-p interactions. ) Thee. proceeles have the distinctive feature that only

two charged particles are produced in the final state, except for procesl (18) in

which the lammas from the 'frO decay might appear upon conversion &8 one or two

charged particles; thus the analysie of our one- and two-particle inelastic events

obtained with the lead converter allow. ue to estimate the cross section lor (16),

(17), and (18), The same procedure cannot be used for (15) without the lead con-

verter, because this process is not distinguished by our counters from the more

abundant annihilation mode

- f - 0p+p-1f +1f +n1f (19)

We find that inelastic processes (16), (17), and (18) taken together compo.e 5:t3 mb

of the inelastic crOlls section at each of the p energies, of this experiment. This

result is in agreement with the more accurate data of Xuong .t ale for 930-Mev

antiprotons in the Berkeley 72-inch hydrogen bubble chamber. 27 They obtain

1.6, 1.1, and 0.96 mb re"pectively for processes (15), (16), and (17).
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B. Corrections and Uncertainties
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The errors quoted in Table nI are the .tandard deviations due to counting

etaUstice together with the estimated uncertainty in the following corrections.

1. The Total Cross Section

The total eros. sections were corrected ~r forward scattering. This was

done by meaeuring the eros. sections at three different cutoff angles (3, 4.Z, and

5.3 del) determined by counter. S" and SS' These results were plotted vs solid

angle (determined by the cutoff angle) and extrapolated to zero soUd angle by a

strailht-Une least-squares fit. The result gave the same correction factor as one

Z8 / 0 Zwould obtain by U8ing the optical theorem and the assumption do dU(O ). 10 '

where 1
0

is the imaginary part of the forward-scattering amplitude. This cor

rection factor (3 de. to 0 deg) amounted to approximately Z mb.

Small correctioDs of the order of pro to Z% have been ma.de for accidentah

and for annihilations in counters 54 and SS. The accidentals are due to the high

llux of neutrons in the Bevatron experimental area. The concrete shielding around

area A (Fig- 1) was not sufficient to eliminate this backiround entirely. To de-

termine the accidental rate, a number of run. were made during which the p

trigger from the z"xlO-8 sec coincidonce (Fig. 7) was put out of delay with respect

to each of the 27 signals from the counters encircling the hydrogen target. The

oscilloscope haces were photographed as in a normal run. Any pule.t that

occurred during thi8 time were due to the accidental countll. The results showed

-3
that an averaae counter had a probability of -1.5XIO for counting accidentally

durin. a real event. Corrections were made lor this effect in the analysie of the

various events.
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z. Elastic-Bcattering Cros. Section

The lame correction for forward .cattering haa been made al in the total

cro'. section. as well as limilar corrections for accidental. and annihilation. in

counter.. An additional correction (- 1%) haa ~.n made for scatterings that find

their way through small crack. between counter. and so simulate charie exchanie.

No correction has been made tor backward-scattered antiproton. that may

not have .ufficient energy to leave the target and hence annihilate in the hydro,en,

because of the uncertainty in the anl'llar dhtr1bution at large angles. However,

5 7 Z~other experiments, in which the angular dhtributioDs are known to large angle., , ,

indicate that this correction is small ( ~ 1.00/0).

3. Inelaltic Cros s Section

Here, correction. for annihilation. in counters and for accidentals have aleo

- + - 0been made. We note that annihilation event. of the type p + P - 11' + 1f + n 'Il'

(where n is an inteler of average value - 3) can be distinguished from. elastic

8cattering chiefly because of the coplanarity condition. This was verified when the

lead converter was used and the number of elastic scattering events rernained un

changed. The particular annihilation mode. p + P - Tr+ + 1f-, cannot of cours. be

distinguished from elastic scattering by our system. However. this mode haa been

estimated from bubble chamber experiments to constitute less than 0.3% of all

annihilations. 5, Z6 The other poSSible annihilation modes are unambiguous.

4. Char,e-Exchan.e Cross Section

For the charge-exchanae cros. sectiona, correction. have likewise been

made for antineutron annihilations in the surrounding countere, for accidental events

that would make a charge exchange appear as a pass-through or elastic scattering.

and. for the small fraction of, small-angle elastic .catterings that would normally
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be counted in only one counter. but can occasionally travel throup a crack between

counters and be recorded as a charle-exchange event. A correetion has aleo been

made for annihilationa that produce ,.,0 rna.ons only. Previou. experiment. indicate

that po.slbly 20'0 of the charle-exchang. ero•••ection (as determined here when

5 6
the leaci converter was not uBed) could be due to "zero-prong annihilations ". '

This amounts to about 1. 5 mh. Low-enersy theoretical calculation. aaree with this

30estimate, and our r ••ulU determined~ lead converter corroborated an e£fect

of about this si•••

The data taken without lead converter Inclu4ed the process P + p- ii + D + ",0

aa part of (I • while for the 4ata with lead converter this proc.s. ia record.d asc

part of (Ii' Since the cro.s s.ctlon lor thh process 18 yet unknown, we have made

no correction, however it i. belleveel to be - 1 mb. 26. 31

C. Diecua.ion

The results for the p-p cross aeetions given in l'able III are plotted in

.Fi&. 14. to compa.re them with the cros, aeCU0Ll.8 obtained by others at nearby p

.. 5 8 9 6 24 32 .
enarcie". • , , " • On" .ees a reasonable tranSition between tht' low-energy

cross sections and thosl! determined by this experiment. There is excellent agree-

ment betwsen our hiihest-eneriY points and the data of reference 24. In th~ energy

interval of thb experiment the general trend of the p-p er08. eections i8 a slow

decreaae with increasinj energy. the cross aectiona vary approxima.tely as

-1/Z -T_ ~ where T_ 18 the p laboratory-sy.tem kinetic energy. Althouah the
p p

charle-exchange cro.s section appears nearly con.tant, it 18 not inconsbtent with the

ea.rlY dependence of the other eros. sections. Our values lor the charle-exchange

cros•••etion are in agreement with other data (obtained by different methods) not

pre.ented in Fig. 1.. For example, Wein,art et al. obtained the value 10.9*5.8 mb
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33
at 455 Mev. They used a C and a CH2. ta.rget to initiate the charle exchange

and ill la.ra. block of plastic scintillator to detect the antineutron annihilation. The

experhnent of I-nnrichl et &1. utilizing 930-Mev antiproton. in the 12.-inch hydrogen

bubble chamber hal yielded a value of 1.811:().6 rob for the charge-exchange eros.

lI.ctlon. 31

We have discussed in a previous report the puzzling situation creat.tiI by

1earUer experimental re.ults near 500 Mev. As 8.en in Fta. 14, these data

{neUcated a large ab.orption cro•••ection with little diffraction IIcattering. 8, 9

The 81tuation seem. largely re.olved. ae our pre.ent data show the diffraction

.cattering near 500 Mev to be - 1/3 of the total cro•• section.

In the antiproton energy range 50 to 250 Mev, the p-p eros. section. are

10understood in terms of the theory of Ball and Chew. Their model .tr••••• the

analogy between the p-p and the nucleon-nucleon !!Iystem.. They ••e the

34 3S
Gartenhaus-Signell-Marshak potential. ' which seems to represent the nucleon-

nucleon interaction up to about ZOO Mev, and modlly it suitably for the llntinucleon

case. The result is that a nucleon appears to an antiproton a.s blac1<' hole or core

region, surrounded by a potential due to the pion cloud. The earlier experimental

data (aho shown in Fig. 14) lend support to this model. In the energy ra..~ge of

appUcabiUty. 1. e .• 50 to Z50 Mev one finds (] ~ (]. - (Jt/2. Thus the Ball-Chew
e 1

model in its predictions is very nearly like a c1aseical black- sphf!re region of abe

Jt.
1t

(pion Compton wave length). This 181 expb'fnedl by the effectivenee B of the outer

potential due to the pion cloud which draWl the p into the core region where it

annihilates.

The methods u.ed in the Ball-Chew calculations render them inapplicable in

our enerlY range. However. a model along the .ame trend of idea. hal been
. 11

propo.e. by Koba and Takeda. Their predictions are applicable at our energi••
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and accord with our mea5ur~d cross sections. Their model consists of a

cOlnpletely phenomenological core region surrounded by a pion cloud. The core

region is likened to a black sphere wboae rttdiu8 a
O

is left 8l!1 an adju8table

par~Ll.ter. O..lteide the core region is the potential owing to the pion could. which

they surmi8e can be calcula.ted in principle by meson theory at high energies in

a manner perhaps aimilar to that of Ball and Chew for low energies. It if expected

that the pion potential will become lese effective as one approaches high energies,

and the annihilation cross section Ihould become n a;. This fea.ture has a.bo been

pointed out by Chew. 36 Y..oba and Takeda considered the effect of the core region

alone. As the cla••ical approach is not valid in the energy region 300 to 800 Mev,

they Iiolve the Schr~dinger equation and obtain

(ZO)

Z
for the annihilation crose section, instead of the classical relult 0' a :: '" a

O
.

It 18 found that higher-order partial waves that classically would never reach the

core can be partially absorbed; thus the abeort>tion cro.s section hi increased

relative to the flcatterlng cro•••ection. Koba and Takeda find for

I -13
a

O
• Z 3 lI.n =O;C)4XIO em that the ratio of the elastic scattering eros. section

to the annihilation cross section is liz. From our experimental data in Fig. 1.

one lu,es that (J la, is l/Z near 1 Bev. and only slightly larger at 534 Mev. Thee 1

data for O"i can very nearly be fitted by Eq. (20) lor a
O

=0.95X10- 13 cm. For this

value the high-energy pointe lie slightly above the curve, but this might be accounted

for by a diUerence between a i and C1 Q' becau8e of pion production.

The optical-model analysis of the angular distribut ions of the p-p elastic

scattering indicates a rather large opaque nucleon structure. In the region near

300 Mev, the differential scattering can be fitted by a completely black region
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of radius -~Tf. In the preceding section. it is seen that our data from 534 to

8lb Mev can be fitted by a black region of radius 2/3 ~1f. surrounded by a

region of decreasing graynes.. Similar conditions exist up to Z Bev. 8.8 shown

in Table IV.

In view of the above observation. it is not unreasonable to think of the

p-p interaction region aa havina a structure whose total size iii - "'n' within

which tbe core region where annihilation taken place may be as large as 2./3 kTf'

While araument. from meson theory favor a .maller annihilation relion of the order

-13 37 38of ~ • (O.2.1XIO em), ' Tamm has pointed out that a larger core region b
p

within the realm of theoretical expectations. 39 Perhap. the determination of the

p-p partial cro•••ections in the multi-Bey region will yield further information

on thb point.
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VI. DE,TERMINATION OF ANTIPROTON-NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS

In order to understand the antinucleon-nucleon system completely,inIormation

muat be acquired not only for the p-p interaction, but also for the i)-n (or ii-p).

As in the nucleon-nucleon case, one can then determine the amount of interaction

in each of the two po8sible isotopic spin (1) .tates of the antinucleon-nucleon syatem.

The p-n system is purely I III I etate. ·while the p-p system exist8 with equal

probability in both 1 :. I and 1 =0 atatee. Te.u for the validity of charge inde

pendence can thus be made from a knowledge of the poop and p-n croee section••

The experimental factor. involved in the determination of the p-p cro••

• eetion. are con.ielerahly more attractive than thoe. for the p-n or ii-p cro•••ectionJ

For the lormer. p beams exiet, hydrolen tarlets are at hanel, and both particl••

involved are charged. In the latter, one 18 faced with the necea.ity of providinl a

neutron tarl8t or an antineutron heam. in addition to the difficult feature of de-

tectin, a neutral particle. The feaaibility of obtaining antineutron beams utilizing

- 3 ~the reaction p + p- n + He was lnveatllated by Moyer et al. , the procedure was

found very difficult. However, the use of antineutron. from the p-p cbar,.-ex-

31chan,. process seem to oUer promise.

The other alternative, chosen here. 18 to make indirect us. 01 • neutron

target via· the deuteron. Tbe hydrogen target used to obtain the p-p cross .ections

in Sec. V was equally capable of containing deuterium, and a supply of antiprotons

waa at hand. Thus in principle, the subtraction of tbe p-p cro.s sections from the

'P-d cros. aections could be made, and values lor the p-n eros& aection asse.seel.

To this end we have determined the p-d croa••ections at the same five energies

a8 the preceding p-p data. The p-d data are presented first••s their validity

seems secure 'because they are ascertained in the same manner as the p-p results.
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The .ubtraction procedure u.ed for the p-n value•••ubject to .ome uncertainty.

is dbcu••ed in the eub.equent .eetion.

A. Antiproton-Deuteron Cro••-Section

The variou. type. of P'-d interaction. 1. e.••cattering. annihilation, etc.,

were identified in the manner outlined in Sec. fil. Calculation of the cro•••ectlon.

and correction factor. wa. performed by the methocb already mentioned for the p-p

cro•••ectlon.. The result. are lilted in Table V and plotted in Fi,. 15.

No di.tinction ean be made by our detection .ystem between ela.tic p-d

.catt-Ina and quali-elastic p-p or p-n .catt.rinl. Ob.ervation. of the cor-

+ 41responding p d reaction at 660 Mev indicate, however, that the probability that

the deuteron remaiM intact 18 quite .mall. Because of the predominant forward

.catt.rinl, only about ZO% of the Bcatt.ring. are accompanied by a recoil proton

with .ufficient enerlY to e.cape the taraet. For the data taken without the lead

converter 80me P-Pd ela.tic Icatter. may not be d1.tingui.hed from the P-P
d

two-charled-pion annihilation mode (.ee Eq. 19) becau•• of the deuteron internal

momentum (Pd refers to the bound proton within the deuteron). Comparbon of run.

with and without converter has shown, however, that the effect i. within the UmiU

of our .ta.U.tical error.. The difference between lead in and lead out aho revealed

no ambiguity between the majority of the ela.tic Bcattering., in which no recoil

nucleon was detected. and the p-nd one-charged-pion annihilation mode.

An additional small correction to the elastic .cattering may re8ult from

the meson-production proc e •• (or inelastic charle exchange), p +nd- n+n .... ,,- .

Jud,ina from the magnitude of the crOBS section for simila.r process.s in the p-p

case, one would not expect tM' reaction to be more than - 1.0 mb. 31
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From Fig. 15, it i, seen that the energy dependence of the p-d ero.s aections

is very similar to the p-p results. The total and inelastic cross aections are 1.8

times the corresponding p-p cross sections, while the factor for elastic scattering

is approx. l.O. The charge-exchanae eros. sections are slightly .maller in

deuterium. We recall that the charge-exchan,. proce8s can occur only for the

proton; consequently one miJht expect the same value for C1 e (p-p) and C1 c(p-d).

However, the shadow correction discussed in the next section would reduce

(J c<P-d) relative to uc: (P-p). a. 18 obeerved. The only other existing datum for

- 8the p-d reaction (obtained by Chamberlain et ale ) hae abo been plotted in Fig. 15.

It is in agreement with our results •

.B. Antiproton- Neutron Cro.s Sections

Experimental ilformation on nucleon-deuteron and nucleon-nucleon ero••

• ections at high energies ( ,.., 1 Bev) indicate. that the .um of tree-nucleon cro••

sections 111I approximately 10% greater than the deuteron eros••ection. Thu. a

quantitative expre.sion for the deuteron cro•• section. where x b the incident

particle, must be written a.

a(x,d) I: c(x,p) + a(x.n) - C. (Zl)

where C is a correction factor sometime. called the "eclipse" or "shadow" factor.

This correction is due to the partial shielding of one nucleon by the other within

the deuteron..

4Z
The shadow factor was 8tudied in detail by Glauber. By means of dif-

fraction theory Glauber has calculated a general expression for C in terms of the

outgoing-wave amplitude. and phases. In view of the lack of knowledge of these

factors •. he develops an approximate formula for the correction factor of the total

cross sections,

.. 41T J ]
Ct =~Re \ f (0) f (0)

k t p n
(ZZ)
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where £(0) refers to the forward scattering amplitude, r is the neutron-proton

separation, and the angular parentheses refer to an average value in the deuteron

ground 8tate. The result of Eq. (2Z) is very limilar to what one would obtain by

a simple dasalcal computation of the deerea•• of incident flux when one nucleon ia

in front of the other, however, the work of Glauber difiers in that the coherent

diHraction scattering of the two nucleons i. taken into account. One of the mjaor

approximations made £Or the particular expre8 sion (Zl) is that r is largor than the

nucleon-interaction range. Under the additional a.sumption of a purely absorptive

interaction, Gla.uber obtain., for the total deuteron cross s.ctiona,

(23)

For the absorption cross section the relation

(24)

18 found. A similar expre8sion for the scattering cross section can aleo be de-

mi > d'tztel' ne.

To calculate the last term in the last two equations, the deuteron wave

function must be known. Three different wave functions corresponding to a square-

well potential, a Hulthen potential, and an attractive potential with a hard. core were

used previously to .athnate u t (1' - -d). The respective re.ulu for the last term in

43Eq. (23) were 4.2, 5.3, and 3.3 mb. The experimental result in the pion energy

range 0.79 to 1.5 Bev was found. to be 6 ::I: 2 mh. For the nucleon-deuteron interaction

near 1 Bev, the three wave functions above yielded correction factors of 5.7, 1.2.

44and 4.5 mb respectively. Experimentally, the correction was found to be 7.4 mb.

Thu.l for the particular cas•• mentioned the Glauber correction seems adequate.
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Considerations of the same corrections in the circumstance where the

incident particle 11 an antiproton result in extremely large shadow factors. This

is becau.e of the large size of the p-p (and pre.umab1y the p-n) cross sectioD,s in

relation to the nucleon-nucleon crOls section. The validity of the approximate

Glauber formulas (Eqs. 23. 24) is in serious doubt, especially in view of the

assumption that the radius of interaction is much smaller than the size of the

deuteron.

J. S. Blair haa calculated. the shadow effect by means of a .emiclassical

45
model which does not require this lalt assumption. It is therefore certainly

more appropriate in the antinucleon ca'e. For small values of the free-nucleon

cro.s sections, the Blair calculation. yield the laIne results .s the approximate

+Glauber factor •• and hence the same agreement for the 1I'-d and p -d eros. sections

mentioned in the previous paragraphs. The disagreement with the approximate

Glauber formula. becomes 8trongly apparent when the free-nucleon cro'. section.

are 60 mb or greater, as in the case of antinucleonl. The Blair calculations reat

principally Oll the a8sumptions that the impulse approximation ia valid, and. that

the interaction can be represented by a black disc. These calculations were made

in anticipation of p-d cro•• sections such as ours.

In Table VI, the Blair correction factors. Ci • !or the inela..tic or ab8orption

cr08S sections are shown. The model for the deuteron used was the Hulthen wave

function

In the second column of the table we have the apparent

(25),\jJ II: [0. ~(o.+ ~) J1/2 _ex...,&..II-_l----a..J'---'-.....
d Lz;f (G_~)2

4 -1+ "9 Q. p) , corresponding to a triplet eflectivewith f3 =6 a.. where 13 II: 3/p (l

-13range p 111 1.15XIO em.

neutron crOS8 section ''(T (p-n)." defined by the direct subtraction C1 (p-d)-o (p-p),

from the data of Tables III and V. The true or corrected neutron cross section.

are shown in the final column.
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The correction factore for the total or elastic cross sections merit additional

consideration. Shielding of the ab6orption cross section is more easily understood

becau.e absorptive processes by the two nucleons are mutually exclusive events.

In the total cross .ection other factor. ar~ involved. ,uch as interference eUect.,

double scattering. and scattering by one nucleon followed by absorption by the other.

42. 46
It 1$ shown by Glauber • that a.ll these effects are taken into account by hie

general correction formula for C1 t' . of which E'q. (23) is an approximation.

The di!!erence between the formula for the total eros. section Eq. (23) and the one

fpr tIle absorption cross section (Eq. 24) is sirnply a factor of 2. This difference

is valid only for a purely absorptive interaction; however, it is independent of the

opacity of the interaction region. In view of the use of the optical theorem in

conjunction with the last as lumption to obtain Eq. (23), the resulting correction to

the total crOSB section should be a minim.um correction. We therefore employ this

factor of Z together with the more explicit Blair result. to obtain the total-cro•• 

eection corrections shown in Table VI. The castie p-n cross section was obtained

by subtracting (J i from Ct. The reeults are plotted in Fig. 16 for a. compar1lon

with the p-p values.

c. Conclusion!

Ifrom the presentation in Fig. 16 it h seen that the p-n and the p-p cros •

••eUone are statistically the Barne within. the energy interval of thh experiment.

It should be emphasized that thia conclusion re8U on the validity of the Blair cor-

rect!on factors employed to obtain the p-n crOll sections. TheBe correction factors

have not been experimentally proven for antinucleon cro.1 sections a. they have

~en for nucleon and pion cross section.. In view of the a ••umptions made in the

42 45 .derivations of the shielding factors, , they are not expected to be entlrely
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accurate, but to provide a reasonable e8timate. The shadow correction to the

annihilation cross section" seems the rnost reliable, because fewer assumptions

are involved. The other shadow corrections would seelU to be more uncertain be-

cause of the assUluption of a purely absorptive intera.ction with zero phcue shift.

The equality of p-p and p'-n cross section Ii may not be totally unexpected.

Th.e ncar equality is noted in the calculations by Ball and Fulco for a.ntinucleone in

the energy range 50 to 250 Mev.
41

Their theoretical results are based on the theory

of :Sall and Chew. 10 As the low-energy experimentaL results lor the p-p cross

sections support the theor~tical expectations, it would not be surprising for the

p-n cross sections to do likewise, although no experimental p'-n information exhU

at low energies.

The p-p system may interact through the i_otopic spin states 1 t.:l 0 and

1 :;l 1 with equal proba.bility. lhe p-n, however, exists only in the I :: 1 state.

ThU4 within the limits of our errors, the equality of the p-n and p-p crose sections

reveals that the antinucleQn-nucleon interaction occurs in the 1 .., 0 and I ill: 1 states

with the same probability. There exist inequality relation. between p-p and p-n

cross sections which are independent of deta.iled nuclear models and require only

the charge independence of nuclear forces. These inequalities folloW' from the

fundamental relations of the scattering amplitudes between initial and final state ..

of 1':: 0 and l' =1. The resulting expressions. which have been sUIJl;L-nariz:ed in

Reference 48, are a. follows:
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a (p-p) + (1 (p-p) ~ 1/1. u (p-o) ,e c e

UCR L-91.88 Rev.

(26)

(Z7)

(Z8)

I{uc~p-p)} liz _ (aew-p)} liz I ~{O'e(p-n)} l/Z~{O'c(p_p}} l/Z" {cre(p.:p)} l/Z,

(29)

I{ - .. 1/2 { - 1/2 I { - . 1/2 { - l/Z { r= . liz
U e (p-nH - fJ e (p-p)} ~ a c (p-p)} ~ (J e (p-n)) + (J e ,p-p)} •

(30)

Relations (27) through (30) are s\1atsued by our data of Fig. 16. The first

relation (Eq. Z6) is satisfied by our value for at (at 948 Mev) and a value 4.6 mb/.r

for the differential charge-exchange cross section obtained by Hinrich!. 31 The

antinucleon-nucleon data are therefore consistent with the relations required by

charge independence in the energy range 500 to 110 Mev. For this relatively low

energy range the data is allO in accordance with the theQrem of Pomeranchuk

which states that the p-p and the p-u cross sections should become equal a:v ~high

energies t as a. consequence of conse~vation alillotopic spin. 49; 9
~_ ,. i .'J..

)...n additiona.l theorem due to Pomeranchuk, based on the diepersion relations for

elastic scattering of nucleonl in the forward direction, states that the p-p and the

p-p er088 sectione should also be the same at I high energies. t 50 .At the energies

under investigation here and in those of reference Z4, the p-p eros. sections re-

Inain much larger than the p-p cr08. sections. Recent cro.s-section measuremenU

., / - 51 5Z -up to .0 Bev c show larger p-p eros. sections; , however, the p-p and p-p

total cro.s sections seem to be approaching each other at higher energies.
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Table I. Experimental component. of Fig. 1.

UCRL-9Z88 Rev.

Symbol

T

Vi

G

Ml,MZ

Ql, OZ, Q3

VSC II

A

Component de.cription

Bevatron target area.

Thin window of Bevatron vacuum
.y.tem (O.OZa-in. AI).

Bra•• collimator, 6 in. diam by
B in. thick.

60-1n. -long deflection magnett with
lZ-by-7-in. aperture
(8Ml:;:l 17 dea. 6 MZ • 25 de,).

Seta of quadrupole {ocuaina magnetl.
8-in. aperture.

Plastic 8cintiUation counter. 3-1/2 in. 
diam.by 1/4 in. thick.

Pla.tic scintillation counter 3-1/16 in. 
diam. by 1/4 in. thick.

Antiproton narrow-band velocity
selecting Cerenkov counter utilizing
cyclohexene radiator, (n 1:1 1."6,
p :; 0.8 a/ml) 3-1/4-1n. -diam. by
4.7 In. long. The velocity re.olution
A~ :: 0.03 in the range 0.95 >f3>o.10.

Meson Carenkov counter utilizina the
same radiator a. VSCiI, but view.
only Cerenkov light that is totally
reflected internally, 1. e., for
13>0.95.

Plastic scintillation counter, 5 in. diam.
by 3/8 in. thick.

Area for hydrogen target and final
counter ey.tem.



Table n. Production of antiprotou of various mom"" by 6·Be., proton••

a a b
Momentum Angle of Target Target -/ + p/". --/ +'If P P P

(Mev/c) emis.ion length material (10.7 ) (10- 5) (10. 11 )
(degHlab) (em)

1ZOO 5 5.08 carbon 12.6 1.8:1:0.1 c
13.8~.8

1400 3 5.08 carbon 11.2 Z.9~.~
c

l2.1 *1. 5

1531 1.5 5.08 carbon 11.8 3.5*0.3 c
34.7~.1

1684 5.08 carbon 11.8 3.8j:;(). Z c
0 39.2*1.6

1825 1.5 5.08 carbon 11.9 3.6*0.3
c

37.4*2.2

1700 0 15.3 berylliwn 13.0 d4.5*0.5

lOOO 0 15.3 beryllium 12.0 d4. I:k(). 5

l800 0 15.3 beryllium ,.0 d
l.9SO.9

750 8.5 15.3 beryllium 8.0 e
O.2~.12

900 3 15.3 berylliwn 12.0 e0.4*0.24

1150 l.S 15.3 beryllium 20.0
e1.2j;{).1

1410 6.2 15.3 beryllium 22.0 1.9Sl.1~

600 0 15.3 beryllium 4:0. f
O.lS~.07

700 0 15.3 beryllium SO. l
O.24~.IZ

800 0 15.3 beryllium 50.
l

0.44*0.22

900 7 15.3 beryllium 60. l0.80*0.40

a c Tma experiment. eTransmitted through magnetic channel. Reference 9.

b dReference 24. fpeference 4.Corrected at carbon target.

•..
.~

t

c:
(J
!:r1
t""
I

..0
N
OIl
OCt

~•<.
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Table III. p-p cross sections at variou. energies.

UCP 1...-9288 Rev.

Cross sections (mb)

p energy Total Elastic Inelastic Charge-exchange

(Mev)
~--- ---
534*25 118d16 42:*5 70~3 6.0-1.3

700*33 116*5 42:t4 66*-3 7.l*I.5

S16;Cj7 108:6:5 38&4 63*3 7.11:1.2

948::H2 96±-3 33:*3 56±2 6.8:H.O

1068M6 961Jd 30e, 60lll:2 ~. 7*1.1



T
P

(Mev)

534

758

1000

(98Q)a

(lOOO)a

aReference l4.
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'Table IV. Optical-model paraln.eters

FO
-13

') (10 em)

0.89*0.10

0.88s0.05

O.70ltO.04

O.'U*O.06

O.57:i:O.17

UCRr,-9288 Rev.

1.04*0.04

l.OO:i:O.02

1.02*0.OZ

1.03:JlO.03

O.98:t:O.07
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Table v. 'P-d crose 8oction. (mb).
""----_._---.

'J: (J. °e 0"1 (If;

P t
l

(Mev)

--
534 210*5 801i6 ll6:t:5 3.3*:1.3

700 189:1:5 67*5 117M 5.4*1..4

di6 196:i1b 78;1;5 11l:4 6.5.1.5

948 17Bt~'~ 7l:.t5 lOZ±4 4.4*1.1

1068 184*3 68404 109*5 5.6-1.0
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Table Vr.7':valuations of the P-Zl cross sections (mb).

;0>___ • __ - ... ___• ___ - ___

I "g. (p-n) II ~i (J i (p-n)
1

p

(Mev)
---

534 56rk6 23 79*6

700 51 :'1:.5 20 71:.5

81b. .9*5 19 68&5

948 46.. 17 63::4

lUbd 49-5 18 670:5

T "(1 (p-n) II C t:1 t (p-n)
t t

p
(Mev)

5J4 921':5 27 119*8

700 73±7 23 96:*;7

816 88:t8 24 lll~

948 82:%6 ZO 10226

1068 S8±-4 21 10<)24

T "0' (p-n)" t:1 (p-n)
e •p

(Mev)

534 38*8 -40:d=lO

700 25::1:7 Z5l1:8

816 40*7 44:6:9

948 38:16 3<):ih7

1068 38*5 4Z:t6
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FIGURE LEG1LNDS

UCRL-9Z88 Bev.

Fil. 1. Schematic view of the Bevatron experimental area. Components &re

identified in Table I.

Fil' l. '':;acilloecope photograph of 'beam-intensity pattern behind the hydrosen

target. Each step in the hhtorgram. repre.entll 1 em in the vertical plane.

na. 3. Schematic diagram of the VSC-lI and C counte!'••

Fi,... Efficiency and re.olution of the velodty-.electinll CereDk.ov counter

VSC-1I for p momenta of 1200 and 1640 Mev/c (indicated by the arrow.).

,Fil. 5. Side view of target-counter eystem. For clarity, the fipre i. not _hewn to

exact "cal.. Container @ could be fiUed with liquid hydrogen or deuter11lm

and 18 a atainleils ateel cyUnder 12 in. long by 6 in. diam with O.008~in.

walle, except £Or the 0.010-il\. Mylar entrance wall. Sixteen .c1ntiUation

countera, 5-1 throuah $-16, surround container @ cylindrically. The lead.

between the tar,et and 8cintillator. ie removable. Heat shield © is

O.003-in. copper; a thiA region. @ of the va.c::uum wall i. 0.035..111.

aluminum.

Fil' ,. Schematic: view trom the beam..exit end. of the counter .yatem.

FiC' 7. Simplified block dia.ram of the basic electrollic8.

Fig. 8. (a) Po.ition of all po••ible pul.e. Oft o.cUloacope fUm.

(\)) Actual photo of five eventl. All five are a.en to have pula.8 8 1" SZ" 5 l •

and not "C, thu.e identifyiua five incident ~,101als. In the Ar.t three event.

only countere S. or 85" or both" .1anal. meaninl that the antiproton did not

interact. In the fourth event the antiproton annihilated, a.uelin. piona into

counter. 83, a., S10, and 515. In the last event only a .lnpe count 1. detected.

in 51. which ia typical of an elaetic scatterlag into that counter.
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Fig. 9. Excitation function for 1684-Mev/c antiproton. produced at 0 deg in

carbon. The curves are taken from a statistical model.

Fig. 10. Momentum dhtribution lor antiprotons produced by approx 6-Bev protons

on carbon and beryllium. The experimental points are taken from Table ll.

The curve h calculated by a statistical model.

Fig. 11.

Fil. 12.

Fig. 13.

Angular distribution of p-p elastic scattering at 534 Mev.

Angular dbtribution of p-p elastic scattering at 700 and 816 Mev.

".M.Anplar di8tribution of p-p elastic scattering near 1 Bev. The

980-Mev poinU are trom Armentero••t ale (reference 24).

Fig. 14. Shown are p-p crOB•••ctions as a function of antiproton kinetic enerBY.

The open symbols are total cro•• sections. closed symbols are inelastic

cro•• sections (for T_ < 288 Mev they are annihilation cro•• sections);
p

open symbols encircling a dot are elastic cross .ection; open symbols

crossed by a vertical line at the bottom of the figure are charge-exchange

cros. aections. The varioue types of symbols refer to different experi

ments; the! references are correlated with the symbols in the upper right

corner of the figure.

Fig. 15. Energy dependence of p-d cros. sections. Square symbol indicates

a reault from reference 8.

Fig. 16. Compariaon of p.p and p-n cross sections in the enerav range

450 to 1068 Mev.
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ZN-2553

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope photograph of beam-intensity pattern
behind the hydrogen target. Each step in the histogram
represents 1 cm in the vertical plane.
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Front view

MU-20696

Fig. 3. Schell1atic diagrall1 of the VSC-II and C counters.
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Fig. 4. Efficiency and resolution of the velocity-selecting
Cerenkov counter VSC-II for p momenta of 1200
and 1640 Mev/c (indicated by the arrows).
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Fig. 7. Simplified block diagram of the basic electronics.
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(b)

ZN -2555

Fig. 8. (a) Position of all possible pulses on oscilloscope
film.

(b) Actual photo of five events. All five are seen
to have pulses 8

1
,8

2
,8

3
, and not C, thus identifying

five incident protons. In the first three events only
counters 8

4
or 8

5
, or both, signal, meaning that

the antiproton did not interact. In the fourth event
the antiproton annihilated, sending pions into counters
83,84,810, and 815. In the last event only a single
count is detected in 81, which is typical of an elastic

. scattering into that counter.
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n= 7/2

4.4

Proton energ y
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MU-20701

UCRL-9288 Rev.

Fig. 9. Excitation function for l684-Mev/ c antiprotons
produced at 0 deg in carbon. The curves are taken
from a statistical model.
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MU-1070l

Fig. 10. Momentum distribution for antiprotons produced by
approx 6-Bev protons on carbon and beryllium. The experi
!pental points are taken from Table II. The curve is
calculated by a statistical model.
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Fig. 11. Angular distribution of p-p elastic scattering
at 534 Mev.
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Fig. 12. Angular distribution of p-p elastic scattering
at 700 and 816 Mev.
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Fig. 13. Angular distribution of p-p elastic scattering
near 1 Bev. The 980-Mev points are from
Armenteros et al. (reference 24).
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Fig. 14. Shown are p-p cross sections as a function
of antiproton kinetic energy. The open symbols
are total cross sections; closed symbols are
inelastic eros s sections (for T p < 288 Mev they
are annihilation cross sections); open symbols
encircling a dot are elastic eros s section; open
symbols crossed by a vertical line at the bottom
of the figure are charge-exchange cross sections.
The various types of symbols refer to different
experiments; the references are correlated with
the symbols in the upper right corner of the figure.
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Fig. 15. Energy dependence of p-d cross sections.
Square symbol indicates a result from reference 8.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of p-p and p-n cross sections ln
the energy range 450 to 106S Mev.
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